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Vocabulary Meaning

grievance the cause of a complaint

malignant something evil 

divisions in separate parts 

impeach to accuse someone of treason

campaign a series of military actions with a final goal

enlist to join the army

weaponry a group of weapons

warfare taking part in a war or conflict

reform to improve something through change 

professional to be skilled in a job

deserted left without notice

morale the confidence, enthusiasm and discipline of a person or 

group at a particular time

defence the counsel for the defendant in a lawsuit

prosecution the group providing evidence to prove someone’s guilt

convict to state that someone is guilty of a crime

Lord Protector the job role given to the person running the country who is not 

a monarch

dictator a ruler with total power over a country, typically obtained by 

force

political Relating to the government or public affairs of a country

Key knowledge – Charles I vs Parliament 

Charles I needed money but Parliament didn’t want him to have any 

until he changed a few things. Parliament wrote the Petition of 

Rights, telling the King what they wanted him to do, before he 

received any money. Charles I was furious and shut down parliament 

for 11 years! The Grand Remonstrance was created by Parliament 

telling Charles I what they wanted to happen and until it did Charles 

I wouldn’t be able to have any money. Charles I refused to except. 

This eventually led to the start of the Civil War between Charles I 

and Parliament. 

Cavaliers Roundheads 

Supporters of 

Charles I. Believed 

that as the king was

chosen by God, his

power should  not

be restricted by 

Parliament. 

Supports of 

Parliament. Believed

Parliament should

be able to limit the 

power of the king. 

History Timeline

The Stuarts
1603-1702

English Civil War
1642-1651


